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‘Speaking to and from women’s experiences of war and health, this book offers deeply moving narratives
and rich multifaceted analyses. It sheds new light on complex issues and should be immensely useful to
a wide range of students, practitioners and researchers. Global Perspectives on War, Gender and Health
provides thought-provoking, thoughtful and distressingly timely accounts of human suffering and survival.’
– Annika Rabo, Stockholm University, Sweden
’It is most gratifying to witness this volume emerge to address the devastating impact on health of war,
conflict and intentional organised violence. This volume vividly portrays the consequences of intended
and unintended suffering across a variety of global contexts with compassion and insight, culminating in an
essential and ground-breaking text for anyone working in the field of health and illness.’
– Gillian Bendelow, University of Sussex, UK
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